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A B S T R A C T

The Revolving FloatingCrane (RFC) is a vital engineering vessel for offshore lifting operations, with its
operational safety and stability being of utmost importance. Nevertheless, potential mismatches in the lifting
trajectory and ballast water allocation during manual operations may result in low efficiency, instability,
and energy dissipation. Thus, a novel collaborative matching design (CMD) method of the lifting trajectory
and ballast water allocation is proposed for the RFC intelligence. By establishing one-to-one correspondences
between the lifting trajectory and the ballast water allocation, the CMD method is first developed based on the
point to point (PTP) theory. Then, the dynamics model of lifting operations and CMD optimization model are
established. To explore the superiority, the proposed CMD method is compared with the conventional method,
finding that the CMD method surpasses the conventional sequential design method in terms of lifting operation
time (11.20% reduction), total energy consumption (16.50% reduction), ballast water allocation (17.84%
reduction), and decision-making time (54.50% reduction). Finally, numerical and experimental validations
regarding various lifting scenarios are conducted to certify the efficacy and feasibility of the proposed CMD
method, underscoring its potential to realize the optimal matches between RFC’s lifting trajectory and ballast
water allocation.
1. Introduction

The abundant marine resources have gradually attracted a lot of
attentions fro relevant fields, and the revolving floating crane (RFC),
with its strong lifting capacity, outstanding environmental adaptabil-
ity and deep-sea operation capability, has gradually become the core
equipment of major offshore operations, including offshore lifting,
maritime rescue, deep-sea salvage, offshore platform construction, etc.
Wilson (2003). The specific structure of RFC is illustrated in Fig. 1,
which mainly consists of the lifting system above the deck and the
ballast system in the hold. As a huge and complex engineering ma-
chinery, the safety and stability of RFC offshore operations are crucial,
directly determining the implementation safety of the entire offshore
project (Gunnu and Moan, 2018). However, due to the enormous lifting
weight, RFC is susceptible to lateral tilting due to the overturning
torque during lifting operations and the ballast system is used to ensure
the balance of the vessel. Obviously, the collaboration between the
lifting system and the ballast system is crucial in RFC offshore lifting
operations.

Currently, actual offshore lifting operations, including lifting activi-
ties (based on the planned trajectory) and ballast water allocation, rely
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entirely on the coordination between the crane operators and the chief
mate based on their professional knowledge and operational experi-
ence. This manual collaborative operation method is easily affected by
factors such as personnel status, sea conditions, and weather situations,
resulting in long decision-making time, high energy consumption, and
low work efficiency, which may seriously affect the quality and safety
of the entire offshore operations. For the above issues, the intelligent
upgrade of the RFC is an effective solution, and the key to intelligent
operations lies in the reasonable matching between the lifting trajectory
and the ballast water allocation of the RFC. Therefore, a collaborative
matching design (CMD) method for the lifting trajectory and the ballast
water allocation of the RFC is urgently needed.

Ballast water allocation optimization has emerged as a research
hotspot in recent years, driven by the trend towards greater intelligence
in the operation of the RFC. Liu et al. (2022a,b) adopted the dynamic
programming method to optimize the ballast water allocation for the
RFC ballast system, aiming to enhance the operational efficiency, and
obtained results indicated that the established method can reliably
improve the ballasting performance. Jia and Lei (2021) established a
029-8018/© 2024 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 1. The specific structures of the RFC (CRS, 2011).

ballast water allocation optimization model following a multiobjective
evolutionary algorithm based on decomposition (MOEA/D), results
showing that the number of ballast tanks involved in ballast adjust-
ment is reduced to some extent. Rethfeldt et al. (2023) developed an
allocation algorithm inspired by optimization-based solutions known
from dynamically positioning ships, simulation processes obtaining
the promising results. Chen et al. (2023) applied the fuzzy analytical
hierarchy process (FAHP) to set up two decision support frameworks for
the ballast water allocation, and results showed the effectiveness of the
assessment criteria of the framework. Wang et al. (2022a) developed a
novel sequential matching optimization (SMO) method for the ballast
water allocation and the lifting trajectory of the RFC, numerical ex-
periments verifying the corresponding feasibility. Wang et al. (2022b)
introduced a dynamic programming-based approach for optimizing the
ballast water allocation of the underwater robot, which is potentially
applicable to RFC ballast water allocation. Simulation results demon-
strated that the proposed approach can effectively reduce the ballast
time. Guo et al. (2021) developed an Integrated Scheduling Model
(ISM) that coordinates both vessel scheduling and ballasting operations.
Extensive experimentation demonstrated the significant role of ISM in
enhancing port efficiency. Zhu et al. (2020) devised a novel ballast
strategy grounded in global optimization for dynamic ballast water
allocation. Results indicated that the optimization solutions can sup-
plement the current analysis workflow and aid engineers in decision-
making processes. Liu et al. (2018) introduced an efficiency-focused
optimization model of ballast water allocation for the RFC, with the
objective of minimizing both the volume of ballast water and the alloca-
tion time, finding that this optimized approach outperforms traditional
ballast water allocation methods. Chen et al. (2010a,b) created an
optimization model to streamline large-scale sequential ballast water
exchange, utilizing a multi-objective genetic algorithm. A case study
on an 176,000 DWT bulk carrier confirmed the model effectiveness.
Kurniawan and Ma (2009) utilized a multi-objective evolutionary algo-
rithm to optimize the ballast water allocation, aiming at increasing the
ballast allocation efficiency. Numerical evaluations suggested that this
approach surpasses the conventional method.

For trajectory planning methods of crane lifting operations, the
quality directly influences the performance of the intelligent lifting
procedure of the entire RFC and relevant research has been carried out
in this aspect. Lu et al. (2022) proposed an online method for planning
three-dimensional trajectories of offshore cranes, which demonstrated
high accuracy in cargo delivery in simulations. Huang et al. (2020)
introduced an intelligent trajectory planning method for tower crane
2

lifting tasks under complex working conditions, and the optimiza-
tion process demonstrated high computational performance. Tho et al.
(2020) presented a simple trajectory planning method for an overhead
crane using S-curve, and both simulation and experimental results are
given to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. Peng et al.
(2019) developed a trajectory planning approach for bridge cranes,
designed to boost precision and safety in lifting operations. Simula-
tion outcomes affirmed the viability of the proposed approach. Liong
et al. (2023) used the Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) to approxi-
mate working trajectories of robotic arms, finding that it can enhance
productivity and promote worker safety. Li et al. (2023a) proposed
a kinematic coupling-based trajectory planning method for double-
pendulum rotary cranes. Numerical simulation and real experiments
verified the robustness of the proposed method. Dutta et al. (2023)
introduced a multi-objective anti-swing trajectory planning method
for tower cranes, simulated trajectories demonstrating that the pro-
posed method can produce time-energy optimal solutions. Fang et al.
(2019) devised an S-curve trajectory planning method for industrial
robots, proving its efficiency and practicality through simulations and
experiments. Rams et al. (2017) developed a trajectory optimization
methodology using flatness-based and energy-based feedback for single
mast stacker cranes. The applicability of this approach were substanti-
ated through experimental results. Hoang et al. (2014) introduced an
offline crane trajectory planning method that effectively lessened pay-
load swing, with simulations confirming its effectiveness and tracking
precision.

As seen from the above work, there has been certain research in
the fields of the ballast water allocation optimization and the trajectory
planning, respectively. Currently in the field of ballast water allocation
optimization, most research only unilaterally focuses on the decision
for ballast water allocation, without considering the impacts of the
lifting trajectory on the ballasting process. Similarly, while performing
the trajectory planning for the RFC crane, the ballast water allocation
is always ignored. Essentially, strong coupling effects exist between
the lifting trajectory and the ballast water allocation of the RFC,
however, there is little literature focusing on this issue. Although some
researchers have acknowledged this issue and suggested a sequential
design (SD) method (Wang et al., 2022a; Chen et al., 2010a), in
which the trajectory is determined first, followed by the ballast plan,
this method maintains a separation between trajectory planning and
ballast water allocation. Such segregation can result in an inconsistency
between the ‘‘optimal’’ lifting trajectory and the ‘‘optimal’’ ballast
scheme, thereby diminishing rather than improving the comprehensive
operational performance of the RFC with notable decreases in safety,
energy efficiency, and operational efficiency, as depicted in Fig. 2.
Consequently, the existed sequential design method also fails to yield a
truly optimal lifting solution. To genuinely realize intelligent offshore
lifting operations for the RFC, the collaborative matching between
these two aspects cannot be overlooked. Given the foregoing, there
is a pressing need to propose a collaborative matching design (CMD)
method of lifting trajectory and ballast water allocation for the RFC.
This method would synchronize trajectory planning and ballast water
allocation optimization, thereby enabling the resolution of a truly
optimal solution for maritime lifting operations.

The remaining of this study is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the CMD method of the lifting trajectory and the ballast
water allocation for the RFC. Section 3 establishes the optimization
model of the CMD method of the lifting trajectory and the ballast
water allocation. In Section 4, the feasibility of the CMD method is
demonstrated by a practical case study, and its superiority is proved
by comparison with conventional design methods. In Section 5, the
effectiveness of the CMD method is further validated through actual
experiment studies under a variety of different working conditions.
Section 6 provides the concluding remarks and future work.
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Fig. 2. The existing design issues in RFC offshore lifting operations.
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2. CMD method of RFC lifting trajectory and ballast water alloca-
tion

2.1. The intelligent operation process of the RFC

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the structures of the RFC comprise the
crane on the upper level and the ballast system inside. The crane is
responsible for carrying out lifting activities, directly interacting with
the cargo. It accomplishes the movement of the cargo through a base
with rotating motion, a variable amplitude boom with adjustable span,
and a hoisting cable for lifting operations. The ballast system, composed
of ballast pumps, ballast tanks, hydraulic valves, pipelines, and other
components, aims to inject an appropriate amount of seawater into the
ballast tanks to adjust the RFC’s draft and stability.

The offshore lifting operation of the RFC is a complex process
with multiple stages. Fig. 3 displays the entire lifting process of the
intelligent RFC. Firstly, it is necessary to determine relevant informa-
tion about the lifting task, such as the lifting load, and the starting
and target positions of the lifting operation. Based on the lifting task
requirements, the intelligent lifting operation scheme is determined
by adopting relevant intelligent solving methods. The next step is the
preparatory stage before the lifting activities, during which the RFC
begins to pre-ballast. While the crane arm is arriving at the initial
lifting position, the ballast system is injecting enough ballast water
into the tanks to prevent the hull from becoming unbalanced after
suddenly loading a heavy mass. Then, during the offshore operation
stage, the loading mass is lifted along the predetermined trajectory,
while a corresponding ballast scheme is executed by the ballast system
based on the real-time position of the loading mass to maintain hull
balance. Throughout the lifting operation, it is essential to monitor in
real-time whether the hull is in a safe state. If unexpected circumstances
occur (such as severe sea conditions, sudden system failures, or lack of
synchronization between the crane and ballast system), the lifting oper-
ation is immediately suspended, and an emergency plan is executed for
urgent risk avoidance. If no sudden situations occur during the lifting
operation, the lifting operation will proceed as planned. During the
procedural lifting operation, the monitoring system constantly monitors
whether the loading mass has reached the target position. If the loading
mass reaches the target position, the lifting operation is completed; if
not, the lifting operation will continue.

Through the observation of the entire process illustrated in Fig. 3,
it is noticed that the safety and stability of the RFC throughout the
lifting process highly depend on the degree of match between the
lifting trajectory and the ballast water allocation. However, current
trajectory planning and ballast water allocation processes largely rely
on manual decision-making. Due to the considerable randomness of
manual operations, it is difficult to accurately formulate an optimal
lifting plan that simultaneously takes into account safety, efficiency,
and energy saving. The CMD method of lifting trajectory and ballast
water allocation for the RFC proposed in this study is the key to
3

overcoming this predicament. a
2.2. Point to point theory

Before diving into the specifics of the CMD method, it is first
necessary to analyze the Point to Point (PTP) theory, a critical concept
applied within this method. The PTP theory, conceptually grounded on
high-order polynomials, is skillfully designed to tackle intricate optimal
control problems (Huang et al., 2011; Hsu et al., 2014). This theory
is adept at complying with constraints imposed on displacement, ve-
locity, and acceleration at any moment. Mathematically, the objective
is to identify corresponding functions for displacement, velocity, and
acceleration, that is:
⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

𝑣 = 𝑣(𝑡)

�̇� = �̇�(𝑡) 𝑡 ∈ [𝑡𝑖, 𝑡𝑓 ]

�̈� = �̈�(𝑡)

(1)

where, 𝑡 denotes the time, with 𝑖 and 𝑓 representing the initial and final
instances, respectively. 𝑣(𝑡), �̇�(𝑡), and �̈�(𝑡) denote displacement, velocity,
nd acceleration, respectively. In the PTP theory, the displacement
(𝑡) of the dynamic system is characterized by a polynomial function.
he velocity �̇�(𝑡) and the acceleration �̈�(𝑡) are subsequently derived as
elow:
⎧

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎩

𝑣(𝑡) = 𝑏0 + 𝑏1𝑡 + 𝑏2𝑡
2 +⋯ + 𝑏𝑛−1𝑡

𝑛−1 + 𝑏𝑛𝑡
𝑛

�̇�(𝑡) = 𝑏1 + 2𝑏2𝑡 + 3𝑏3𝑡2 +⋯ + (𝑛 − 1)𝑏𝑛−1𝑡𝑛−2

+ 𝑛𝑏𝑛𝑡
𝑛−1

�̈�(𝑡) = 2𝑏2 + 6𝑏3𝑡 + 12𝑏4𝑡2 +⋯ + (𝑛 − 1)(𝑛 − 2)

𝑏𝑛−1𝑡
𝑛−3 + 𝑛(𝑛 − 1)𝑏𝑛𝑡𝑛−2

(2)

here, 𝑏𝑛 are coefficients of the polynomial, and 𝑛 is a positive integer
epresenting the polynomial degree.

Typically, the system initiates from a state of rest and stops at a
istinct final position. Hence, at the initial instant, the imposed motion
onstraints on the system are:

(𝑡𝑖) = 𝑑0 = 0; 𝑣(𝑡𝑓 ) = 𝜅 (3)

�̇�(𝑡𝑖) = 𝑑1 = 0; �̇�(𝑡𝑓 ) = 0 (4)

̈(𝑡𝑖) = 𝑑2 = 0; �̈�(𝑡𝑓 ) = 0 (5)

here, 𝜅 represents the displacement at the final instant. At this
oint, by substituting Eqs. (3)∼(5) into Eq. (2), the expressions of the
olynomial coefficients 𝑏3, 𝑏4, and 𝑏5 can be determined:

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎩

𝑏3 =
10𝜅
𝑇 3

− 𝑇 3𝑏6 − 3𝑇 4𝑏7 − 6𝑇 5𝑏8 − 10𝑇 6𝑏9 ⋯

𝑏4 = − 15𝜅
𝑇 4

+ 3𝑇 2𝑏6 + 8𝑇 3𝑏7 + 15𝑇 4𝑏8 + 24𝑇 5𝑏9 ⋯

𝑏5 =
6𝜅
𝑇 5

− 3𝑇 𝑏6 − 6𝑇 2𝑏7 − 10𝑇 3𝑏8 − 15𝑇 4𝑏9 ⋯

(6)

From the aforementioned derivations, it is apparent that the essence
f the PTP theory is to translate the optimal control problem of solving
ifferential equations of displacement, velocity, and acceleration for a
ynamic system into a nonlinear constraint problem of determining the
orresponding high-order polynomial coefficients (Wang et al., 2018).
nce these coefficients are determined, the displacement, velocity,
nd acceleration of the dynamic system at any given instant can be

cquired.
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Fig. 3. The flow chart of the entire lifting process of the intelligent RFC.
Fig. 4. The framework of the CMD method.
2.3. The CMD method for the intelligent RFC

Upon an in-depth understanding of the PTP theory, its applications
are proved to be quite fitting for both the trajectory planning and
the ballast water allocation optimization for the RFC. The trajectory
planning essentially involves the optimal control of the crane lifting
activities, from a specific initial point to a final destination point, given
constraints on the displacement, velocity, and acceleration. Similarly,
4

the optimization problem concerning ballast water allocation is also
situated within the scope of the PTP theory. The objective here is to
optimally control the allocation of ballast water from the initial time
to the final time to maintain the balance and stability of the RFC.

At this point, the PTP-based CMD method of the lifting trajec-
tory planning and the ballast water allocation for the RFC can be
established. Fig. 4 illustrates the comprehensive framework for the
established CMD method:
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Table 1
The pseudocodes of solution process of the CMD method.

The CMD method of the lifting trajectory and the ballast water allocation

1: Determining the design variables and the corresponding ranges
2: Initializing the design variables
3: while (The iteration residual < the residual standard value) or (the iterations < the maximum allowed iterations)
4: Constructing the lifting trajectory intermediate model and the ballast water allocation intermediate model
5: Performing meticulous discretization throughout the entire time domain
6: Identifying the CMD goal and carrying out the optimization iteration
7: Updating design variables of the trajectory planning and water levels
8: end while
(i) Determine the details of the RFC offshore lifting task, including
nformation on the starting and ending positions of lifting, the lifting
oad, the sea conditions, and the weather conditions.

(ii) Establish performance models for both the crane lifting oper-
tions and the ballast allocation operations. The performance model
f the crane lifting operations includes the system dynamics model,
he trajectory planning model, etc. The performance models of ballast
llocation operations include the water level model of ballast tanks, the
allast water allocation model, etc.

(iii) Discretize the entire time domain to establish one-to-one corre-
pondences between the lifting trajectory position coordinates and the
ater level in each ballast tank.

(iv) After fully considering the constraints regarding the lifting op-
ration safety, the crane dynamics and the ballast system performance,
he CMD model of the RFC is established. Then, it is necessary to select

reasonable intelligent optimization algorithm and execute iterative
ptimization solution;

(v) If the solution converges, output the optimal collaborative oper-
tion scheme of the lifting trajectory and the ballast water allocation.
f not, update the design variables and continue with the iterative
ptimization solution.

.4. Solution strategy for CMD method based on discretization idea

The CMD of RFC lifting trajectory and ballast water allocation
s a dynamic and continuous decision-making process. Its degree of
atching at any time depends not only on the current lifting trajectory
osition and water levels of each ballast tank, but also affects subse-
uent trajectory planning and ballast water allocation. Conventional
olution strategies have limitations in dealing with the above dynamic
nd continuous issues and cannot realize the CMD of the RFC, so a
ontinuous and matching solution strategy for the CMD method based
n discretization idea is proposed.

As analyzed above, intermediate prediction models of the lifting tra-
ectory and the water levels of each tank at any time of the operations
re established based on the PTP theory, making the lifting trajectory
nd water levels to be solved and known at any optimization iteration
rocess. To realize the continuous and matching solution procedure, it
s crucial to meticulously discretize the whole operation time domain
egarding the lifting trajectory and ballast water allocation during the
ptimization iteration process. Based on such time discretization, the
rajectory position and water levels at any time node can be accu-
ately extracted and called whenever necessary during the entire CMD
ptimization process. The dynamic continuity of the crane lifting and
he ballast operation between different discrete time nodes are ensued
y introducing necessary constraints of basic dynamics rules into the
MD optimization process. The cooperative matching relationship is
etermined by the one-to-one correspondences between the real-time
rajectory position and the real-time ballast state with respect to spe-
ific time discrete point, namely each lifting trajectory position and the
orresponding ballast state are associated through a unique time node.
uch association between the trajectory position and the corresponding
allast state is established based on the relevant constraints of the
peration safety requirements of RFC.
5

From the above analysis, pseudocodes of the solution process of
the CMD method proposed in this study is explained in Table 1. From
Table 1, the solution/calculation procedures of the proposed CMD
method are detailedly as follows:

(i) Based on the working conditions and the engineering require-
ments of the offshore lifting operations, the design variables and the
corresponding ranges are firstly determined for the CMD method;

(ii) The same as the general optimization processes, all the de-
termined design variables should be initialized within the reasonable
boundaries so as to start the CMD optimization processes;

(iii) A complete optimization loop is set at this step. The execution
conditions of this loop are set to be the iteration residual of the
objective function is greater than the residual standard value or the
number of iterations is less than the maximum allowable iteration
times;

(iv) While executing the optimization loop, intermediate models of
the lifting trajectory and the ballast water allocation are constructed,
ensuring that the lifting trajectory and water levels can be known at
any iteration;

(v) Then, the entire operation time domain is discretized, and the
one-to-one correspondences between the lifting trajectory positions and
the water levels are established;

(vi) For this step, the CMD optimization goal is derived and the opti-
mization iteration is executed to satisfy the given constraint conditions;

(vii) After the current optimization iteration is completed, the tra-
jectory and water level design variables are updated and the next
optimization loop is performed;

(viii) When the optimization iteration process satisfies the execution
conditions, the optimization iteration continues. Conversely, when the
optimization iteration process does not meet the execution conditions,
the optimization iteration ends, and the optimal CMD scheme of lifting
trajectory and ballast water allocation is obtained.

3. Optimization model establishment of the CMD method for RFC

3.1. Dynamics modeling for trajectory planning

To guarantee sufficient precision and reliability in the lifting trajec-
tory planning, the establishment of an exact and trustworthy dynamics
model of the lifting process is crucial (Zhang et al., 2010). Furthermore,
this dynamics model serves as a critical foundation for realizing the
CMD of the RFC lifting trajectory and ballast water allocation.

In this study, the Lagrangian method (Book, 1984) is utilized for
the dynamics modeling of the lifting process of the RFC. In general,
the working trajectory of a mechanical system is directly determined
by the actions of its key structures. In this study, the lifting trajectory
of an RFC is determined by the rotation of the base, the amplitude
change of the boom, and the lifting movement of the hoist cable.
Therefore, the crane system of RFC in this study is equivalent to a
system with three degrees of freedom (Li et al., 2023b), encompassing
the rotation of the base, the amplitude change of the boom, and the
lifting movement of the hoist cable. A corresponding coordinate system
is established for the crane: the origin point 𝑂𝑐 is set at the intersection
of the rotating axis of the base and the installation platform; the hull
length, the hull width, and the vertical direction of the installation
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Fig. 5. Simplified diagram of the crane.

platform are designated as the 𝑥𝑐 axis, 𝑦𝑐 axis, and 𝑧𝑐 axis, respectively,
as depicted in Fig. 5. In actual lifting operations, the lifting trajectory is
determined by the combined effects of the rotation of the crane base,
the amplitude change of the boom, and the lifting movement of the
hoist cable. Therefore, the base rotation angle 𝜃1 (degree), the boom
amplitude angle 𝜃2 (degree), and the length of the hoist cable 𝑙3 (m)
re set as the generalized coordinates. The corresponding Lagrangian
ynamics equations are established as follows:

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎩

𝑑
𝑑𝑡

( 𝜕𝐸
𝜕�̇�1

) − 𝜕𝐸
𝜕𝜃1

+ 𝜕𝑉
𝜕𝜃1

= 𝑇1

𝑑
𝑑𝑡

( 𝜕𝐸
𝜕�̇�2

) − 𝜕𝐸
𝜕𝜃2

+ 𝜕𝑉
𝜕𝜃2

= 𝑇2

𝑑
𝑑𝑡

( 𝜕𝐸
𝜕�̇�3

) − 𝜕𝐸
𝜕𝑙3

+ 𝜕𝑉
𝜕𝑙3

= 𝐹3

(7)

where, 𝑇1 (N⋅m) is the driving torque of the base, 𝑇2 (N⋅m) is the driving
torque of the boom, 𝐹3 (N) is the lifting force of the hoist cable, 𝐸 (kJ)
is the total kinetic energy of the lifting system, and 𝑉 (kJ) is the total
potential energy of the lifting system.

The total kinetic energy 𝐸 includes the kinetic energy of the crane
base 𝐸1 (kJ), the kinetic energy of the boom 𝐸2 (kJ), and the kinetic
energy of the crane load 𝐸3 (kJ), expressed as follows:

𝐸 = 𝐸1 + 𝐸2 + 𝐸3

= 1
2
𝐼1�̇�

2
1 +

1
2
𝐼2�̇�

2
2 +

1
2
𝑚𝑏𝑣

2
2 +

1
2
𝑚𝑣2 (8)

where, 𝐼1 (kg⋅m2) and 𝐼2 (kg⋅m2) represent the moment of inertias of
the base and the boom, respectively; �̇�1 (degree/s) and �̇�2 (degree/s)
represent the angular speeds of the base and the boom, respectively;
𝑣2 (m/s) represents the linear velocities of the center of gravity of the
boom, 𝑣 (m/s) represents the linear velocities of the center of gravity
of the crane load, 𝑚𝑏 (t) is the mass of the boom, and 𝑚 (t) is the mass
of the crane load.

The total potential energy 𝐸𝑡 (kJ) includes the potential energy of
he base 𝐸𝑡1 (kJ), the potential energy of the boom 𝐸𝑡2 (kJ), and the

potential energy of the crane load 𝐸𝑡3 (kJ). Defining the plane where
the crane base is located as the zero potential energy surface, the total
potential energy 𝐸𝑡 can be expressed as follows:

𝐸𝑡 = 𝐸𝑡1 + 𝐸𝑡2 + 𝐸𝑡3

= 𝑚1𝑔ℎ1𝑐 + 𝑚𝑏𝑔(ℎ1 + 𝑙2𝑐 sin 𝜃2) + 𝑚𝑔(ℎ1 +⋯

𝑙2 sin 𝜃2 − 𝑙3 − ℎ𝑡 − ℎ𝑚) (9)

where, 𝑚1 (t) represents the mass of the base, 𝑔 (m/s2) is the constant
of gravitational acceleration (which is taken as 9.8 m/s2 in this paper),
ℎ1𝑐 (m) represents the height of the center of mass of the base, ℎ1 (m)
is the height of the base, 𝑙2𝑐 (m) represents the distance between the
center of mass of the boom and the center of rotation of the boom, 𝑙2
(m) is the length of the boom, ℎ (m) is the distance between the hook
6

𝑠 𝐷
Fig. 6. The coordinate system establishment of lifting trajectory planning of the RFC.

and the upper surface of the crane load, and ℎ𝑚 (m) is the distance
between the center of mass of the crane load and its upper surface. In
conclusion, by substituting Eqs. (8) and (9) into Eq. (7), the complete
Lagrange dynamics equation can be written as:

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎩

𝑇1 =
1
2𝑚1𝑟21𝜃1 + 𝑚𝑏𝑙22𝑐 cos

2 𝜃2𝜃1
+𝑚𝜃1𝑙22 cos 𝜃

2
2

𝑇2 = 𝑚𝑏𝑙22𝑐𝜃2 +
1
12𝑚𝑏𝑙22𝜃2 + 𝑚𝜃2𝑙22 − 𝑚𝑙3𝑙2

cos 𝜃2 + 𝑚 ̇𝑙3𝑙2 sin 𝜃2𝜃2 + 𝑚𝑏𝑙22𝑐𝜃1
2

sin 𝜃2 cos 𝜃2 + 𝑚𝜃1
2𝑙22 sin 𝜃2 cos 𝜃2

−2𝑙2 ̇𝑙3𝜃2 sin 𝜃2 + 𝑚𝑏𝑔𝑙2𝑐 cos 𝜃2
+𝑚𝑔𝑙2 cos 𝜃2

𝐹3 = 𝑚𝑙2𝜃2
2 sin 𝜃2 − 𝑚𝑙2𝜃2 cos 𝜃2

+𝑚𝑙3 − 𝑚𝑔

(10)

here, 𝑟1 (m) is the radius of the base; 𝜃1 (degree/s2) is the rotary
ngle acceleration; 𝜃2 (degree/s2) is the boom angle acceleration; and
3̈ (m/s2) is the lifting acceleration.

.2. Design variables

For the entire process of intelligent RFC offshore lifting operations,
he design variables of the CMD optimization model established in this
ection mainly come from two aspects: trajectory planning and ballast
ater allocation.

(1) Trajectory planning
The lifting trajectory of an RFC is typically defined as the curve

wept by the center of gravity of the load in space. As it is a three-
imensional space curve, it can be decomposed into displacements in
, 𝑦, and 𝑧 directions. To describe the position coordinates of the lifting
rajectory at any time, the establishment of the corresponding spatial
oordinate system is shown in Fig. 6. This coordinate system uses the
ntersection point of the base plane, the middle longitudinal section,
nd the middle cross-section as the coordinate origin 𝑂. Among them,
he intersection line of the base plane and the middle longitudinal
ection is the 𝑥 axis, heading towards the bow is positive, and towards
he stern is negative. The intersection line of the base plane and the
iddle cross-section is the 𝑦 axis, with the direction towards the left

ide being positive and towards the right side being negative. The
ntersection line of the middle cross-section and the middle longitudinal
ection is the 𝑧 axis, with the direction upwards being positive and
ownwards negative. Therefore, the expressions of the displacement of
he lifting trajectory in 𝑥, 𝑦, and 𝑧 axes are as follows:
𝑥 = 𝑙2 cos 𝜃2 cos 𝜃1 + 𝑥𝑟 (11)
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𝐷𝑦 = 𝑙2 cos 𝜃2 sin 𝜃1 (12)

𝐷𝑧 = 𝐻 + ℎ1 + 𝑙2 sin 𝜃2 − 𝑙3 − ℎ𝑠 − ℎ𝑚 (13)

where, 𝑥𝑟 (m) represents the longitudinal distance between the rotation
center of the crane and the origin of the coordinate system, and 𝐻 (m)
denotes the moulded depth of the RFC.

According to Eqs. (11) to (13), the real-time position coordinates
of the RFC lifting trajectory depend on the real-time crane rotation
angle 𝜃1, the boom luffing angle 𝜃2, and the hoist cable length 𝑙3. As
explicated in Section 2.2, the PTP theory facilitates the transformation
of an optimal control problem into a nonlinear constraint problem
that requires solving corresponding polynomial coefficients.Thus, the
selection of an appropriate polynomial degree is crucial for effectively
defining variables. Wang et al. (2018) conducted an in-depth study on
the impact of polynomial degree on the working trajectory planning,
results suggesting that the sixth-degree polynomial trajectory can yield
the optimal energy consumption and significantly reduce the solution
time of the optimization program compared to other degrees. Conse-
quently, this study also adopts a sixth-degree polynomial to depict the
variations in 𝜃1, 𝜃2, and 𝑙3:

𝜃1(𝑡) = 𝑝10 + 𝑝11𝑡 + 𝑝12𝑡
2 + 𝑝13𝑡

3 + 𝑝14𝑡
4 ⋯

+ 𝑝15𝑡
5 + 𝑝16𝑡

6 + 𝜃10 (14)
𝜃2(𝑡) = 𝑝20 + 𝑝21𝑡 + 𝑝22𝑡

2 + 𝑝23𝑡
3 + 𝑝24𝑡

4 ⋯

+ 𝑝25𝑡
5 + 𝑝26𝑡

6 + 𝜃20 (15)
𝑙3(𝑡) = 𝑝30 + 𝑝31𝑡 + 𝑝32𝑡

2 + 𝑝33𝑡
3 + 𝑝34𝑡

4 ⋯

+ 𝑝35𝑡
5 + 𝑝36𝑡

6 + 𝑙30 (16)

where, 𝑝𝑗𝑘’s are the polynomial coefficients; 𝑗 denotes the identifiers
for the crane base (𝑗 = 1), the boom (𝑗 = 2) and the hoist cable (𝑗 =
3); 𝑘 is the serial number of the polynomial coefficient; 𝜃10 (degree) is
the initial rotation angle of the crane base; 𝜃20 (degree) is the initial
uffing angle of the boom; and 𝑙30 (m) is the initial length of the hoist

cable.
Furthermore, solving the polynomial coefficients requires the in-

troduction of relevant boundary conditions. At the initial and final
instants, the crane rotation angle 𝜃1, the boom luffing angle 𝜃2, and the
hoist cable length 𝑙3 depend on the initial and final positions set by the
actual offshore lifting task. In addition, due to high safety requirements
during offshore lifting, the RFC should not experience rigid or flexible
impacts during rotation, luffing, or lifting. Consequently, the initial and
final states of offshore lifting operations (including speed and accel-
eration) should be restricted to 0. In summary, once the appropriate
boundary conditions are established, all coefficients except 𝑝16, 𝑝26,
and 𝑝36 can be determined through Eq. (6). Therefore, 𝑝16, 𝑝26, and 𝑝36
should be selected as design variables in the process of identifying the
optimal lifting trajectory. Moreover, since the final time instant of the
lifting operation, 𝑡𝑓 (min), is not constant, it should also be considered
as a design variable. Hence, during the trajectory planning process, the
associated design variables 𝒙𝒕 are identified as follows:

𝒙𝒕 = [𝑝16, 𝑝26, 𝑝36, 𝑡𝑓 ] (17)

where, the upper and lower boundaries for the polynomial coefficients
𝑝16, 𝑝26, and 𝑝36 are determined by the properties of the PTP method,
typically ranging from negative infinity to positive infinity. The lower
boundary of 𝑡𝑓 is zero, while the upper boundary should be determined
based on the conventional manual operation to ensure a sufficient
amount of time for completing the intelligent lifting task. In this case
study, the upper boundary of 𝑡𝑓 is set to 30 min. The upper and
lower boundaries of the design variables regarding the lifting trajectory
planning are listed in Table 2.

(2) Ballast water allocation
In this section, it is assumed that the total number of ballast tanks
7

used to maintain the stability of the RFC is denoted as 𝑞. For ballast tank
Table 2
Upper and lower boundaries of the design variables regarding the lifting trajectory
planning.

Design variable (unit) Lower bound Upper bound

𝑝16 −∞ +∞
𝑝26 −∞ +∞
𝑝36 −∞ +∞
𝑡𝑓 (min) 0 30.00

Table 3
Upper and lower boundaries of the design variables regarding the ballast water
allocation.

Design variable (unit) Lower bound Upper bound

𝑤𝑝6 −∞ +∞
ℎ𝑝0 (m) 0 ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥
ℎ𝑝𝑓 (m) 0 ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑄0 (t) 𝑄𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑝 (𝑝 = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 𝑞), based on the PTP theory, a 6th degree polynomial
is employed to represent the changes in its water level:

𝛥ℎ𝑝 =|ℎ𝑝𝑓 − ℎ𝑝0|

|𝑤𝑝0 +𝑤𝑝1𝑡 +𝑤𝑝2𝑡
2 +𝑤𝑝3𝑡

3 +𝑤𝑝4𝑡
4 ⋯

+ 𝑤𝑝5𝑡
5 +𝑤𝑝6𝑡

6
| (18)

here, 𝑤𝑝𝑘’s are the polynomial coefficients, ℎ𝑝0 (m) represents the
nitial water level of ballast tank 𝑝, and ℎ𝑝𝑓 (m) represents the final
ater level of ballast tank 𝑝. Similarly, while seeking the optimal ballast
ater allocation optimization scheme, 𝑤𝑝6 and ℎ𝑝𝑓 should be selected
s design variables.

At the pre-ballast stage of the RFC, different situations of the initial
llocation of the ballast water have notable different effects on the
ubsequent ballast performances. Thus, this study also optimizes the
nitial water level in each ballast water tank and the initial ballast water
oad for the pre-ballast stage. Consequently, the initial water level ℎ𝑝0 in

each ballast tank is selected as a design variable in this study. Further-
more, to prevent the foreign objects existing in the external seawater
from disrupting the real-time exchange of ballast water between the
internal ballast tanks and the external seawater, the ballasting process
in this study is determined to utilize the internal allocation mode. In
addition, the initial quantity of the ballast water, 𝑄0 (t), should meet
the normal operation requirements of subsequent tasks. While fulfilling
the requirements for ship safety and stability, the initial quantity of
the ballast water should be minimized as much as possible to prevent
redundancy, which could undermine the ballasting efficiency. Excessive
ballast water may prolong the water injection and drainage time before
and after the RFC lifting operations, with limited enhancement to ship
stability. Therefore, the initial ballast water load 𝑄0 is also selected as
a design variable.

From the above analysis, the corresponding design variables 𝒙𝒃 of
the RFC ballast water allocation process are summarized as follows:

𝒙𝒃 = [𝑤𝑝6, ℎ𝑝0, ℎ𝑝𝑓 , 𝑄0] (19)

Based on the characteristics of the PTP theory, the range of 𝑤𝑝6 is set
between negative infinity and positive infinity. In the process of ballast
water allocation, the water levels in each ballast tank cannot exceed
the structural height of the tank ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥. Moreover, the lower boundary
of the initial ballast water load 𝑄0 is the minimum load 𝑄𝑚𝑖𝑛 required
to maintain ship stability, and the upper boundary is the maximum load
𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥 after all internal ballast tanks of the ship are filled. In summary,
the upper and lower boundaries corresponding to the design variables
of the ballast water allocation are listed in Table 3.

3.3. Objective function

For the CMD of the lifting trajectory planning and the ballast water
allocation, the main goal is to maximize the overall offshore operation
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performance of the RFC. However, this is not a single-dimensional
performance metric but encompasses multiple criteria. Thus, in this
study, four key indicators of the RFC operation performances are con-
sidered from the perspectives of safety, environmental protection, and
efficiency. These include the operation safety, the energy consumption
of the crane, the energy consumption of the ballast system, and the time
cost.

(1) Operation safety
The operation safety is the primary prerequisite in the offshore

lifting process, mainly manifested in whether the heel and trim angles
of the ship are within safe ranges. Typically, due to the structural
characteristics of the RFC, the total length of the ship greatly exceeds
its width, resulting in a much larger longitudinal stability moment
than the transverse stability moment. Therefore, in the actual lifting
process, the ship is more prone to severe roll, creating a safety hazard.
Thus, the limit heel angle 𝜃𝑙𝑖𝑚 (degree) is chosen to minimize as the
ptimization objective in this study for ensuring the operation safety.
he corresponding expression is as follows:

𝑙𝑖𝑚 =max

{

|

|

|

|

arctan
( 𝑚(𝐷𝑦 −𝐷𝑦0) + 𝑚2(𝑦2𝑔 − 𝑦2𝑔0)

(𝛥 + 𝑚)𝐺1𝑀1

+
𝑄0(𝑦𝑏 − 𝑦𝑏0) +𝑴𝑬𝒚

(𝛥 + 𝑚)𝐺1𝑀1

)

|

|

|

|

}

(20)

where, 𝐷𝑦0 (m) represents the initial lateral position of the load center
f gravity, 𝑦2𝑔 (m) represents the lateral position of the boom center
f gravity during the lifting process, 𝑦2𝑔0 (m) represents the initial
ateral position of the boom center of gravity, 𝑴𝑬𝒚 (N⋅m) represents
he lateral environmental moment experienced by RFC, 𝛥(t) represents
he ship’s displacement, 𝐺1𝑀1 (m) represents the transverse stability
eight after the ship is loaded, 𝑦𝑏 (m) represents the lateral position of
he equivalent tank center of gravity, and 𝑦𝑏0 (m) represents the initial
ateral position of the equivalent tank center of gravity, i.e.,

𝑏 =

∑8
𝑝=1 𝜌𝑤ℎ𝑃𝑆𝑝𝑦𝑝

𝑄0
(21)

here, 𝜌𝑤 (kg/m3) represents the density of seawater, 𝑦𝑝 (m) repre-
ents the lateral position of the tank 𝑝 center of gravity, and 𝑆𝑝 (m2)
epresents the floor area of the tank 𝑝.

(2) Energy consumption of the crane
Since the loading mass of the RFC is usually large, the crane

ften consumes a large amount of energy during the lifting operation.
s known, different lifting trajectories may formulate various lifting
ctivities leading to corresponding differences in energy consumption.
herefore, carrying out the lifting operation while minimizing energy
onsumption has become a main optimization objective of the CMD
ptimization model established in this study. The energy consumption
f the crane 𝐸𝐿 (kJ) can be obtained by:

𝐿 = 𝛥𝑡

[ 𝜆
∑

𝜀=1
𝑀1(𝑡)�̇�1(𝑡) +

𝜆
∑

𝜀=1
𝑀2(𝑡)�̇�2(𝑡)

+
𝜆
∑

𝜀=1
𝐹3(𝑡)�̇�3(𝑡)

]
(22)

where, 𝛥𝑡 (min) denotes the equal time interval of the lifting operation
after discretization:

𝛥𝑡 =
𝑡𝑓 − 𝑡𝑖

𝜆
(23)

here, 𝜆 represents the number of intervals in which the entire time
omain is discretized, and 𝑡𝑖 (min) represents the initial time instant of
he lifting operation.

(3) Energy consumption of the ballast system
From the perspective of the ballast operation, the primary goal is to

imely and accurately balance the amount of ballast water in each tank
uring the crane’s rotation process, to maintain the stable balance of
8

he hull. Furthermore, it is important to consider how to reduce energy
onsumption as much as possible while ensuring accurate ballasting,
ecause only when the energy consumption of both the crane and the
allast system is reduced, the overall energy-saving performance of
FC in offshore lifting operations can be truly improved. Therefore,

he energy consumption of the ballast system 𝐸𝐵 (kJ) is one of the
ptimization objectives, and the expression is:

𝐵 = 𝜌𝑤𝑔𝐻𝐵𝛥𝑡
𝜆
∑

𝜀=1

𝑞
∑

𝑝=1
𝑆𝑝ℎ̇𝑝(𝑡)∕𝜂𝐵 (24)

here, 𝐻𝐵 (m) represents the head of the ballast pump, ℎ̇𝑝(𝑡) (m/s)
represents the change rate of water level in ballast tank 𝑝, and 𝜂𝐵
epresents the efficiency of the ballast pump.

(4) Time cost
Evaluating the efficiency of operations is a critical metric in many

ngineering projects and a high efficiency correlates to lower time
osts. Consequently, this study aims to minimize time costs during oper-
tions while carefully considering the collaborative matching between
he crane and ballast systems.

By setting these four objective functions, the offshore operation
erformance of the RFC can be significantly enhanced. In summary,
he objective function can be written as:

min [𝜃𝑙𝑖𝑚, 𝐸𝐿, 𝐸𝐵 , 𝑡𝑓 ] (25)

Apparently, the CMD of RFC lifting trajectory and ballast water
llocation presents a multi-objective optimization problem. Given this
tudy is to devise an efficient and reliable optimization method for
he intelligent offshore operations of the RFC, this multi-objective
ptimization problem is converted into a single-objective optimization
roblem by attributing expert-based weights to each objective. This
ransformation reduces the decision-making difficulty and enhances the
omputational efficiency. In practical operations, technical experts can
djust these weights based on the actual requirements of offshore oper-
tions, such as sea conditions, types of lifted goods, etc. Consequently,
he objective function of the CMD model for RFC lifting trajectory and
allast water allocation developed in this study is transformed into:

min 𝑓 = 𝜃𝛾1𝑙𝑖𝑚 ∙ 𝐸𝛾2
𝐿 ∙ 𝐸𝛾3

𝐵 ∙ 𝑡𝛾4𝑓 (26)

where, 𝛾1, 𝛾2, 𝛾3, and 𝛾4 correspond to the weights of the limit heel angle
𝜃𝑙𝑖𝑚, the energy consumption of the crane 𝐸𝐿, the energy consumption
of the ballasting system 𝐸𝐵 , and the time cost 𝑡𝑓 , respectively (0 ⩽
𝛾1, 𝛾2, 𝛾3, 𝛾4 ⩽ 1, 𝛾1+𝛾2+𝛾3+𝛾4 = 1). Their respective values are adjusted
based on the specific requirements of offshore operations.

3.4. Constraints

In the process of offshore lifting operations for the RFC, constraints
and limitations from multiple perspectives such as operational safety,
motion control, and extreme working conditions should be imple-
mented. It is essential to achieve safe, energy-saving, and efficient
collaborative matching between the lifting trajectory and ballast water
allocation.

(1) Hull inclination constraints
At the beginning of the lifting task, the heel and trim angles of the

RFC should be maintained at 0◦, i.e., 𝜃𝑖 = 0◦, 𝜙𝑖 = 0◦. While RFC
operating, the safe range for the heel angle 𝜃 is −5◦ to +5◦, and the
safe range for the trim angle 𝜙 is −2◦ to +2◦ (CCS, 2016), namely

− 5◦ ⩽ 𝜃 ⩽ +5◦ (27)

−2◦ ⩽ 𝜙 ⩽ +2◦ (28)

(2) Water level constraint of ballast tanks
During the internal allocation process of the ballast system, the max-

imum water level in each ballast tank cannot exceed the corresponding
structural tank height:

0 ⩽ ℎ ⩽ 𝑇 (29)
𝑝 𝑝𝐻
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where, 𝑇𝑝𝐻 (m) is the height of ballast tank 𝑝.
(3) The flow rate constraint of the ballast water allocation
The ballast water allocation process between different tanks is

etermined by the suction and drainage actions of the ballast pump.
herefore, the total flow rate of the ballast water allocation 𝑄𝑓 (t/min)
uring the lifting operation cannot exceed the maximum flow rate 𝑄𝐿

(t/min) that the ballast pump can provide, i.e.,

𝑄𝑓 ⩽ 𝑄𝐿 (30)

(4) Boom amplitude angle constraint
The amplitude angle of the boom determines the outboard distance

of the loading mass, which should neither be too large nor too small
during actual lifting operations. An excessively large outboard distance
increases the overturning moment caused by the load, which either
exacerbates the load on the ballasting system or risks destabilizing the
hull. Conversely, a too small outboard distance reduces the load on the
ballasting system, but may cause interference between the load and the
hull structure or the crane itself. Therefore, the amplitude range of the
boom during actual lifting operations should be determined based on
the characteristics of the RFC:

𝜃2𝑚𝑖𝑛 ⩽ 𝜃2 ⩽ 𝜃2𝑚𝑎𝑥 (31)

where, 𝜃2𝑚𝑖𝑛 (degree) represents the minimum threshold for the allow-
able boom amplitude angle, and 𝜃2𝑚𝑎𝑥 (degree) represents the maxi-

um threshold for the allowable boom amplitude angle.
(5) The length variation constraint of the hoist cable
The vertical position variation of the crane load is mainly deter-

ined by the rise and fall of the hoist cable, wherein the length
ariation interval of the hoist cable is:

3𝑚𝑖𝑛 ⩽ 𝑙3 ⩽ 𝑙3𝑚𝑎𝑥 (32)

here, 𝑙3𝑚𝑖𝑛 (m) represents the minimum extension length of the hoist
able, and 𝑙3𝑚𝑎𝑥 (m) represents the maximum extension length of the
oist cable.

(6) Speed and acceleration constraints of lifting activities
While the crane executing the rotating, luffing, and hoisting activi-

ies, it is necessary to consider the maximum speed and acceleration of
he crane system to meet the basic dynamics requirements, namely

̇1 ⩽ �̇�1𝑚𝑎𝑥, �̈�1 ⩽ �̈�1𝑚𝑎𝑥 (33)
̇2 ⩽ �̇�2𝑚𝑎𝑥, �̈�2 ⩽ �̈�2𝑚𝑎𝑥 (34)

�̇�3 ⩽ �̇�3𝑚𝑎𝑥, 𝑙3 ⩽ 𝑙3𝑚𝑎𝑥 (35)

here, �̇�1 (degree/s), �̇�2 (degree/s), and �̇�3 (m/s) represent the speed
hresholds of crane rotation, amplitude change, and lifting motion,
espectively; and �̈�1 (degree/s2), �̈�2 (degree/s2), and 𝑙3 (m/s2) denote
he acceleration thresholds of crane rotation, amplitude change, and
ifting motion under safe and stable lifting operations, respectively.

(7) Power constraints
The maximum instantaneous power consumed by the driving device

uring crane rotation, amplitude change, and lifting motion cannot
xceed the rated power of the corresponding driving elements can
rovide, i.e.,

1𝑚𝑎𝑥 ⩽ 𝑃1𝑒 (36)

2𝑚𝑎𝑥 ⩽ 𝑃2𝑒 (37)

3𝑚𝑎𝑥 ⩽ 𝑃3𝑒 (38)

here, 𝑃1𝑚𝑎𝑥 (kW), 𝑃2𝑚𝑎𝑥 (kW), and 𝑃3𝑚𝑎𝑥 (kW) represent the instan-
aneous power consumed by the driving device during crane rota-
ion, amplitude change, and lifting motion, respectively; and 𝑃1𝑒 (kW),
2𝑒 (kW), and 𝑃3𝑒 (kW) represent the rated power of the driving
evice during crane rotation, amplitude change, and lifting motion,
espectively.

(8) Target lifting position constraints
9

In order to ensure the accuracy of the RFC lifting trajectory plan-
ing, the ending position of the lifting trajectory must be consistent
ith the preset target lifting position, that is:

𝑥𝑓 = 𝑙2 cos 𝜃2𝑓 cos 𝜃1𝑓 + 𝑥𝑐 (39)

𝐷𝑦𝑓 = 𝑙2 cos 𝜃2𝑓 sin 𝜃1𝑓 (40)

𝐷𝑧𝑓 = 𝐻 + ℎ1 + 𝑙2 sin 𝜃2𝑓 − 𝑙3𝑓 − ℎ𝑠 − ℎ𝑚 (41)

here, 𝐷𝑥𝑓 (m), 𝐷𝑦𝑓 (m), and 𝐷𝑧𝑓 (m) represent the displacement
f the target lifting position decomposed in 𝑥, 𝑦, and 𝑧 directions,
espectively.

(9) Ballast water quantity constraint
Throughout the entire ballasting process, the total amount of ballast

ater loaded by the RFC should remain constant and equal to the initial
allast water quantity 𝑄0, which can be written as:

(𝑡) =
𝑞
∑

𝑝=1
𝜌𝑤𝑔𝑆𝑝ℎ𝑝(𝑡) = 𝑄0 (42)

here, 𝑄(𝑡) (t) represents the total amount of ballast water loaded in
ach tank at time 𝑡.

In summary, all the inequality constraints 𝒈 and equality constraints
in the CMD optimization model for RFC lifting trajectory planning

nd ballast water allocation are organized as follows:
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𝑔1 ∶ 𝜃 − 5
𝑔2 ∶ −5 − 𝜃
𝑔3 ∶ 𝜙 − 2
𝑔4 ∶ −2 − 𝜙
𝑔5 ∶ ℎ𝑝 − 𝑇𝑝𝐻
𝑔6 ∶ 𝑄𝑓 −𝑄𝐿
𝑔7 ∶ 𝜃2 − 𝜃2𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑔8 ∶ 𝜃2𝑚𝑖𝑛 − 𝜃2
𝑔9 ∶ 𝑙3 − 𝑙3𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑔10 ∶ 𝑙3𝑚𝑖𝑛 − 𝑙3
𝑔11 ∶ �̇�1 − �̇�1𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑔12 ∶ �̇�2 − �̇�2𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑔13 ∶ �̇�3 − �̇�3𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑔14 ∶ �̈�1 − �̈�1𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑔15 ∶ �̈�2 − �̈�2𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑔16 ∶ 𝑙3 − 𝑙3𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑔17 ∶ 𝑃1𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑃1𝑒
𝑔18 ∶ 𝑃2𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑃2𝑒
𝑔19 ∶ 𝑃3𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑃3𝑒

(43)
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ℎ1 ∶ 𝑙2 cos 𝜃2𝑓 cos 𝜃1𝑓 + 𝑥𝑐 −𝐷𝑥𝑓
ℎ2 ∶ 𝑙2 cos 𝜃2𝑓 sin 𝜃1𝑓 −𝐷𝑦𝑓
ℎ3 ∶ 𝐻 + ℎ1 + 𝑙2 sin 𝜃2𝑓 − 𝑙3𝑓 − ℎ𝑠 − ℎ𝑚 −𝐷𝑧𝑓
ℎ4 ∶ 𝜃𝑖
ℎ5 ∶ 𝜙𝑖
ℎ6 ∶ 𝑄 −𝑄0

(44)

.5. Optimization model

By integrating the design variables, objective function, and con-
traints analyzed in Sections 3.2 to 3.4, the CMD model of the lifting
rajectory planning and the ballast water allocation for the intelligent
FC can be established as below:

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎩

f ind 𝒙 = [𝒙𝒕,𝒙𝒃]
min 𝑓 = 𝜃𝛾1𝑙𝑖𝑚 ∙ 𝐸𝛾2

𝐿 ∙ 𝐸𝛾3
𝐵 ∙ 𝑡𝛾4𝑓

s.t. 𝒈 = [𝑔1, 𝑔2,… , 𝑔19]𝑇 ⩽ 𝟎
𝒉 = [ℎ1, ℎ2,… , ℎ6]𝑇 = 𝟎

(45)
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Fig. 7. Simplified diagram of the Minami Tenryu floating crane.
Fig. 8. Dimensions and layout of the ballast tanks of the RFC.
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Table 4
Sea conditions during the lifting activities.

Parameter (unit) Value

Wave scale 3.00
Wave direction (degree) 90.00
Wind speed (m/s) 10.30
Wind direction (degree) 80.00

Table 5
Key structure and performance parameters of RFC Minami Tenryu.

Parameter (unit) Value Parameter (unit) Value

𝐿 (m) 100.00 𝑥𝑐 (m) 35.00
𝐵 (m) 30.00 𝑇𝐻 (m) 4.00
𝐻 (m) 8.00 𝐻𝐵 (m) 6.00
𝑚1 (t) 1571.46 𝑙2 (m) 75.00
𝑚2 (t) 314.29 𝑃1𝑒 (kW) 300.00
ℎ1 (m) 32.00 𝑃2𝑒 (kW) 400.00
𝑟1 (m) 11.64 𝑃3𝑒 (kW) 200.00
𝐿𝑐 (t) 450.00 𝑄𝐿 (t/h) 3000.00
𝜃2𝑚𝑖𝑛 (degree) 28.00 𝜂𝐵 0.85
𝜃2𝑚𝑎𝑥 (degree) 78.10

4. Solution and analysis of the CMD for RFC

4.1. Case study of the CMD method for RFC

4.1.1. Parameter determination of the case study
In this section, the feasibility of the proposed CMD method is proved

through a specific real-world case study. The RFC ‘‘Minami Tenryu’’ is
selected as the research object and is set to lift a 300 t load. The starting
10

M

position is (31.7, 0, 60.0) with a base rotation angle of 0◦ and a boom
ngle of 65◦. The target position is (0, 19.4, 66.0) with a base rotation
ngle of 90◦ and a boom angle of 75◦. The relevant parameters of
ea conditions are detailed in Table 4. Notably, to simplify the solving
rocess, this case disregards the energy loss caused by the flow of
allast water in the pipelines and adopts an internal allocation method
or ballasting.

The simplified diagram of the Minami Tenryu is illustrated in Fig. 7,
hich mainly consists of an upper crane and an internal ballast system.
pecifically, the crane includes a base that can perform rotational
ovement, a variable amplitude boom that can control the span, and a
oist cable responsible for lifting operations. The ballast system has 8
allast tanks, and the ballast water is allocated between different tanks
y the ballast pump. The dimensions and layout of the tanks are shown
n Fig. 8, and the one-line diagram of the ballast system of the RFC
s shown in Fig. 9. Table 5 lists the key structure and performance
arameters of the Minami Tenryu, where 𝐿 (m) is the length of the
hip, 𝐵 (m) is the breadth of the ship, and 𝐿𝑐 (t) represents the rotary
ifting capacity.

.1.2. Result analysis of the case study
In this section, based on the specific requirements of offshore op-

rations, weights of the objective function 𝛾1, 𝛾2, 𝛾3, and 𝛾4 are set to
.4, 0.2, 0.2, and 0.2, respectively. The heuristic optimization method
f genetic algorithm is adopted to solve the CMD problem, with the
opulation size being 100, the iteration count being 50, the crossover
ate being 0.8, and the mutation rate being 0.01. The computational
nvironment comprises a Windows 10 operating system, a 2.60 GHz
ntel (R) Core (TM) i7-10750H processor, and 8.0 GB of Random Access
emory (RAM).
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Fig. 9. The one-line diagram of the RFC ballast system.

Fig. 10. The optimal lifting trajectory and the corresponding crane posture obtained
by the CMD method.

Fig. 11. The optimal ballast water level curves obtained by the CMD method.
11
Fig. 12. The curves of the hull inclination angle obtained by the CMD method.

By solving the established CMD optimization model, the optimal
lifting trajectory is obtained as illustrated in Fig. 10. It reveals that
the optimal lifting trajectory obtained from the CMD method exhibits
smooth, continuous, and non-sudden change characteristics overall,
ensuring the stability of the RFC lifting operation. Therefore, it is
evident that the proposed CMD method is capable of finding and
determining the optimal trajectory according to specific lifting task
requirements. As shown in Fig. 11, the water level changes in each
ballast tank indicate that the optimal ballasting scheme involves four
tanks participating in ballast water allocation. As the lifting operation
progresses, the water level in Tank 1 gradually decreases until it is
completely drained. In contrast, the water levels in Tanks 5, 6, and 8
show upward trends. By observing the water level change curves of
all tanks, it can be seen that the curves are smooth and continuous
without sudden changes, which positively contributes to ensuring the
stability of the ballast operations. Fig. 12 depicts the curves of the
hull inclination angle during the operation process. The heel angle
is consistently maintained within 1◦, and the trim angle change is
minimal with the maximum value only reaching 0.27◦, meeting the
offshore operation safety requirements. From such operation safety and
stability, it is evident that the CMD method successfully formulates
an optimal collaborative matching operation scheme for RFC lifting
trajectory and ballast water allocation, fully proving the feasibility of
the method.

4.2. Superiority analysis of the CMD method

The conventional SD methods for RFC offshore lifting operations
typically follow a strategy of ‘‘determining the optimal trajectory
first, then determining the optimal ballast scheme’’. Although such SD
method can find the optimal ballast water allocation scheme under
the given optimal trajectory, it fails to find the globally optimal lifting
scheme for the entire operation process. Because the SD method does
not take into account the coupling effects between the trajectory
planning and ballast water allocation. To address this issue, the CMD
method proposed in this study can compensate for deficiencies of the
SD method.

In Section 4.1, a specific case study has been successfully solved
using the CMD method, and corresponding results have been analyzed.
To better understand the differences and relative superiority of the
CMD and SD methods in practical applications, comparative analysis is
performed in this section using the same case study as adopted in Sec-
tion 4.1. By maintaining the same constraint conditions and objective
functions with the CMD model, the optimal lifting trajectory obtained
by the SD method is illustrated in Fig. 13. Clearly, under identical
initial and final lifting positions, both the SD and CMD methods devise
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Fig. 13. The optimal lifting trajectories obtained by the SD method and the CMD
ethod.

Fig. 14. The optimal ballast water level curves obtained by the conventional SD
method.

Fig. 15. The curves of the hull inclination angle obtained by the conventional SD
ethod.

ptimal lifting trajectories that maintain similar forms and exhibit
mooth, continuous characteristics without abrupt changes.

Fig. 14 presents the curves of the optimal ballast water levels at each
allast tank determined by the SD method. By comparing with Fig. 11,
ertain similarities can be observed in the optimal ballasting schemes
btained from both methods. For example, both primarily involve four
dentical tanks (Tanks 1, 5, 6, 8) to accomplish the ballasting opera-
ions. As the crane rotates, the water level in ballast tank 1, situated on
he same side as the load, gradually descends, while the water levels
12
Table 6
Comparison between the CMD and the SD methods.

Method SD CMD Improvement

Lifting operation time (min) 13.48 11.97 −11.20%
Total energy consumption (104 kJ) 5.88 4.91 −16.50%
Ballast water allocation quantity (t) 486.75 399.92 −17.84%
Decision-making time (min) 6.77 3.08 −54.50%

in Tanks 6 and 8, on the opposite side of the load, display ascending
trends. Nevertheless, the water level in tank 5 shows different situations
regarding these two methods, namely an increasing trend in SD method
and a decreasing trend in CMD method. By careful observation, in
terms of the extent of water level variation in each ballast tank, the
ballast scheme achieved by the SD method exhibits considerably higher
fluctuations than the CMD method, particularly the water level changes
in Tank 6.

The curves of the inclination angle achieved by the conventional
SD method during the lifting operation are illustrated in Fig. 15.
By comparing with the inclination angle obtained through the CMD
method (as illustrated in Fig. 12), it is seen that both methods maintain
the heel angle within 1.00◦ and the trim angle within 0.50◦. This clearly
demonstrates that both methods meet the safety standards for offshore
lifting operations. However, a closer inspection reveals that the CMD
method, compared to the SD method, yields a smaller range of heel
angle variations (the heel angle obtained from CMD: 0◦∼0.86◦; and the
heel angle obtained from SD: −0.04◦∼0.83◦) and effectively reduces the
maximum trim angle by 32.46% (the maximum trim angle obtained
from CMD: 0.39◦; and the maximum trim angle obtained from SD:
0.26◦). It implies that the CMD method can better ensure the safety
and stability of the hull throughout the lifting operation.

Further, comprehensive comparisons and analysis between these
two methods in aspects such as lifting operation time, total energy
consumption, ballast water allocation amount, and decision-making
time, are also carried out as listed in Table 6:

(1) Comparison of the lifting operation time
As shown in Table 6, the CMD method proposed in this study greatly

shortens the lifting operation time compared with the SD method by
11.20% from 13.48 min to 11.97 min, namely improving the efficiency
of the lifting operation significantly. The fundamental reason is that
the ballast scheme formulated by the CMD method has a lower amount
of ballast water allocation, which effectively shortens the ballasting
operation time.

(2) Comparison of the total energy consumption
Table 6 compares the total energy consumption of lifting operations

regarding the SD and CMD methods. Results reveal that the CMD
method reduces the total energy consumption by 16.50%, substan-
tially enhancing the energy efficiency. Upon detailed scrutiny, although
the lifting energy consumption of the SD method (4.51 × 104 kJ)
is marginally lower than that of the CMD method (4.91 × 104 kJ),
the ballasting energy consumption of the SD method (7.16 × 104 kJ)
significantly exceeds that of the CMD method (5.88 × 104 kJ). This
phenomenon underscores the drawbacks of the SD method: although
the SD method identifies a more energy-efficient lifting trajectory, it
overlooks the impact of coupling effects between the lifting trajectory
and the ballasting process. As a result, the total energy consumption
escalates despite the reduction in lifting energy consumption due to
the significant increase in ballasting energy consumption.

(3) Comparison of the ballast water allocation amount
According to Table 6, the proposed CMD method merely requires

the allocation of 399.92 tons of ballast water throughout the entire
operation, representing a reduction of 86.83 tons in comparison to the
SD method. Essentially, the decrease in ballast water allocation also
indirectly curtails the energy consumption of ballasting. The disparity
is attributed to the consideration of the closely coupling relationships

between the trajectory planning and the ballast water allocation. The
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Fig. 16. The schematic diagram of the RFC test stand.
CMD method not only pursues the minimum energy consumption tra-
jectory, but also balances the ballast water allocation process, to derive
a globally optimal operation scheme.

(4) Comparison of the decision-making time
Observing Table 6, the CMD method displays a distinct advantage

in decision-making time, saving more than half the time compared to
the SD method. Indeed, this trend can be foreseen when the principle
of SD method is introduced. Essentially, the SD method is a ‘‘two-
step’’ optimization process, carrying out two separate optimizations for
the trajectory planning and the ballast water allocation, respectively.
Nevertheless, the CMD method integrates the lifting trajectory planning
and ballast water allocation, leading to an ‘‘one-step’’ optimization
calculation, causing a ‘‘cliff-like’’ drop in decision-making time. This
shortened decision-making time better suits the quick and efficient
response demands of the intelligent upgrade for the RFC.

Based on the analyses above, it can be concluded that the CMD
method has apparent advantages compared with the SD method in
terms of the lifting operation time, the total energy consumption,
the ballast water allocation amount, and the decision-making time.
Overall, the CMD method demonstrates superior performance over the
SD method in actual offshore lifting operations.

5. Numerical and experimental validation of the CMD method

This section relies on the existing RFC test stand in the laboratory
to perform the numerical and experimental validation for the efficacy
of the CMD method proposed in this study. In actual offshore lifting
operations, diverse lifting tasks are fundamentally the combinations
of different lifting trajectories and loading masses. Therefore, these
two aspects regarding different lifting trajectories and loading masses
should be the key elements of validation. For the optimization objective
of the CMD method performed in this section, it is also to find the opti-
mal lifting plan of the RFC to realize the maximum safety, the minimum
energy consumption, and the highest working efficiency. Consequently,
the corresponding optimization objective is aligned with Eq. (45), and
the weight values of the objective function remain consistent as set
in Section 4.1.2, namely 𝛾1 = 0.4, 𝛾2 = 0.2, 𝛾3 = 0.2, and 𝛾4 = 0.2,
respectively.

5.1. RFC test stand establishment

The schematic diagram of the RFC test stand is presented in Fig. 16,
in which the corresponding key structures and components are detailly
noted, including the electrical control box, the winch, the crane jib, the
13
Fig. 17. Layout of ballast tanks of the RFC test stand.

Fig. 18. The real physical structure of the RFC test stand.

ballast pipe system, the ballast pump, the ballast tanks, the electronic
control valve, etc. The configuration of the ballast system is particularly
critical to determine the quality of the physical experiment of the
ballast water allocation. In order to facilitate the numerical analysis
and system control, the ballast tanks of the RFC test stand are arranged
symmetrically, as shown in Fig. 17, in which all ballast tanks are
connected through pipelines. The ballast system of the test stand relies
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Fig. 19. The execution of lifting experiments of the RFC.

Table 7
Key parameters of the physical test stand of the RFC.

Parameter Value/unit

Total length 4.50 m
Breadth 1.50 m
Depth 0.70 m
Empty ship mass 0.80 t
Ballast tank size 0.80 m × 0.30 m × 0.40 m
Number of ballast tanks 8
Ballast pump flow rate 2.00 m3/h
Boom length 1.12 m
Amplitude range 0◦∼60.00◦

Lifting capacity 0.05 t

on the intake pump and the drainage pump to complete the water
supply and drainage operations. Each ballast tank is equipped with
solenoid valves in the inlet and outlet pipes, respectively, to control
the water supply and drainage actions, as illustrated in Fig. 16. The
main parameters of this test stand are listed in Table 7.

The real physical structure of the RFC test stand is presented in
Fig. 18. In order to realize the real-time data acquisition from the
ballasting experiments of the RFC test stand, relevant sensors are
installed at key positions, as illustrated in Fig. 18. A hull inclination
sensor (two-axis obliquity sensor) is installed on the centerline of the
hull to obtain real-time inclination data. An angle sensor is installed on
the crane to measure the elevation angle of the jib. A rotary encoder
installed on the slewing base of the crane is to measure the column
slewing angle in real time. Each ballast tank is equipped with a liquid
level sensor for real-time acquisition of the water level data of the
corresponding tank. Additionally, the test stand is equipped with a
complete electrical control system, which can collect real-time data
from various sensors and display relevant results on the user interface.
Crucially, the electrical control system can also automatically execute
lifting operations according to manually input ballast and lifting control
parameters obtained from the theoretical calculation.

The experiments are carried out in a laboratory pool with the
dimensions being 50 m × 30 m × 5 m (length × width × height),
providing superior conditions to ensure the successful completion of
the experiment. For such a large weight and volume, it is necessary to
use a gantry crane to pre-place the test stand into the laboratory pool.
During this process, relatively large ripples may be caused sometimes
in the laboratory pool. If the experiment is conducted immediately at
this time, the ripples will lead to significant errors in the measurement
of the ship’s inclination by the inclination sensor. Hence, it is required
to let the test stand still for 10 min to eliminate the influence of ripples
on the experimental accuracy. During the experiment, the test stand
can work smoothly being controlled by the obtained optimal controls
and almost no ripples are generated in the laboratory pool, as shown
14
Fig. 20. The optimal lifting trajectories regarding different target positions obtained
from the CMD method.

in Fig. 19, thus the ripples will not have substantial impacts on the
experimental accuracy.

While conducting the experiment, the optimal matching operation
scheme (including the optimal lifting trajectory and optimal ballast
water allocation plan) is first obtained by the proposed CMD method
based on the specific working conditions. In the meanwhile, the corre-
sponding logical instructions of the lifting activities and the ballasting
actions are respectively written based on the optimal operation scheme.
Then, the RFC test stand is controlled to perform the offshore lifting
operations according to the logical instructions, as shown in Fig. 19.
During the test process, the key experimental data, including the heel-
ing angle, the trim angle and the time consumption are collected and
recorded in real time for subsequent analysis.

5.2. Efficacy validation regarding different target positions

The lifting trajectory depends on the requirements of the lifting task.
For comparative analysis and comprehensive experiment, the starting
point of the lifting activities of the RFC test stand is set as the center
of loading mass when the horizontal rotation angle and the amplitude
angle of the boom are both 0◦. Three ending positions with different
amplitude angles relative to the horizontal plane are selected, namely
0◦, 20◦, and 40◦, respectively. The horizontal rotation angles for these
lifting activities are uniformly set to 90◦, because the worst safety and
stability occur when the load is at the 90◦ lifting position relative to
the hull length. If the CMD method can formulate a safe and stable
operating scheme at this position, it can successfully deal with other
target positions as well. In this way, three different lifting scenarios
with different trajectories are formed, and the starting and ending
positions are listed in Table 8. In this numerical and experimental
validation, the lifting load is uniformly set to 30 kg.

5.2.1. Numerical validation regarding different target positions
By adopting the proposed CMD method, the optimal matching

schemes of the lifting trajectory and ballast water allocation can be
obtained regarding these three lifting scenarios. The optimal lifting
trajectories with respect to different target positions can be obtained
as illustrated in Fig. 20. As seen, the lifting trajectories with respect to
different target positions are continuous and smooth without abrupt
changes, which conforms to the practical crane controls. The corre-
sponding key control parameters of the optimal trajectories are illus-
trated in Fig. 21, from which it is obvious that the rotation speed of
the crane base, the luffing speed of the lifting arm and the lifting speed
of the rope are all smooth and satisfy the constraints. Thus, it can be
concluded that the proposed CMD method can find the optimal lifting
trajectory between arbitrary initial and target lifting positions.
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Fig. 21. The optimal control parameters obtained from the CMD method regarding different target positions.
Fig. 22. The optimal ballast schemes obtained from the CMD method regarding different target positions.
Table 8
Operating scenarios regarding different target positions.

Lifting scenario Starting position Ending position
(Rotation angle, Amplitude angle) (Rotation angle, Amplitude angle)

LS𝑝1 (0◦, 0◦) (90.00◦, 0◦)
LS𝑝2 (0◦, 0◦) (90.00◦, 20.00◦)
LS𝑝3 (0◦, 0◦) (90.00◦, 40.00◦)
Fig. 22 depicts the optimal ballast schemes obtained from the
MD method regarding different target positions. Similarly, the control
urves of the ballast water levels in all the tanks are continuous
nd smooth without abrupt changes, also conforming to the practical
ontrols. As observed, the initial ballast water distributions of the RFC
est stand regarding these three target positions are different, which is
aused by the optimization process of the proposed CMD method. The
ptimal ballast scheme regarding target position LS𝑃1 is illustrated in

Fig. 22(a). It is seen that Tanks 1 and 4 do not involve in the ballast
operations while undertaking LS𝑃1 task. The water levels in Tanks 2 and
3 on the port side show decreasing trends in varying degrees, while the
water levels in Tanks 5, 6, 7, and 8 on the starboard side show upward
trends. For target position LS𝑃 2 as illustrated in Fig. 22(b), Tanks 4 and
7 do not participate in the ballast operations. The water levels in Tanks
2 and 5 on the port side show decreasing trends, while the water levels
in Tanks 6 and 8 on the starboard side show upward trends in varying
degrees. It is noticeable that the water level changes in Tanks 1 and
3 are very small relative to other tanks. Fig. 22(c) presents optimal
ballast scheme regarding target position LS𝑃3 and it can be observed
that Tanks 4 and 7 do not involve in the ballast operations as well. The
water levels in Tank 2 on the port side and Tank 6 on the starboard
side show decreasing trends, while the water levels in Tanks 5 and
15

8 on the starboard side show upward trends. Nevertheless, the water
Table 9
CMD results comparisons of the RFC test stand regarding different target positions.

Lifting scenario LS𝑃 1 LS𝑃 2 LS𝑃3

Lifting operation time (min) 2.40 2.63 2.69
Total energy consumption (kJ) 20.21 21.16 22.45
Ballast water allocation quantity (kg) 54.39 57.08 60.17
Decision-making time (min) 0.43 0.42 0.43

levels in Tanks 1 and 3 change very little comparatively. The duration
curves of the heel and trim angles of the RFC test stand are illustrated
from Figs. 23 to 25 (the thick solid lines marked with ‘‘Theory’’). It
is indicated that both the heel and trim angles of the RFC test stand
remain within the safe range throughout the lifting process (the safe
range of heeling angle is −5◦∼+5◦, and the safe range of trim angle is
−2◦∼+2◦), fully complying with the safety regulations.

Summarily, Table 9 lists the final results of the working perfor-
mances obtained from the CMD method regarding different target
positions. As seen, all of the lifting operation time, the quantity of
the ballast water allocation, and the total energy consumption present
upward trends with the vertical height of the trajectory ending point

increasing. The decision-making time is almost the same regarding
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Fig. 23. Comparison of theoretical and experimental inclination angles for lifting task LS𝑃 1.

Fig. 24. Comparison of theoretical and experimental inclination angles for lifting task LS𝑃 2.

Fig. 25. Comparison of theoretical and experimental inclination angles for lifting task LS𝑃 3.
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Table 10
Operating scenarios regarding different loading masses.

Lifting scenario Starting position Ending position Load mass(Rotation angle, Amplitude angle) (Rotation angle, Amplitude angle)

LS𝑀1 (0◦, 20.00◦) (90.00◦, 50.00◦) 30.00 kg
LS𝑀2 (0◦, 20.00◦) (90.00◦, 50.00◦) 40.00 kg
LS𝑀3 (0◦, 20.00◦) (90.00◦, 50.00◦) 50.00 kg
b

different target positions and the corresponding short-time character-
istic of the CMD method meets the requirements of the intelligent
operations.

From the above analysis, it can be concluded that the proposed
CMD method can effectively obtain the matching scheme of the lift-
ing trajectory and optimal ballast water allocation for various lifting
scenarios regarding different target positions of the lifting activities.
Besides, all the schemes meet the safety requirements of the offshore
lifting industry. Therefore, the feasibility of the proposed CMD method
regarding various lifting target positions can be demonstrated.

5.2.2. Experimental validation regarding different target positions
Based on the numerical results achieved from the CMD method

performed in Section 5.2.1, the experimental validation can be further
carried out. For the above three lifting scenarios, the obtained lifting
trajectory and ballasting water allocation scheme are simultaneously
input into the RFC test stand, thereby controlling it to conduct the
actual experiments. In order to reduce the experimental error and
improve the reliability, the experiment of each lifting scenario is re-
peated five times. By collecting and processing the real-time data of
the lifting experiments, comparisons of the hull inclination between
the theoretical and experimental values are illustrated in Figs. 23∼25.
The thin dotted lines represent the histories of the heel and trim angles
obtained from the five repeated lifting experiments, respectively. The
thick dotted lines represent the average values of the heel and trim
angles obtained by the five repeated experiments, respectively. The
theoretical values of the heel and trim angles obtained from the CMD
method are represented by thick solid lines.

From Figs. 23∼25, it is apparent that both the heel and trim an-
gles of the RFC test stand highly resemble the theoretically optimal
inclination angles derived from the CMD method, affirming the abil-
ity of the proposed CMD method in providing reliable solutions for
practical applications for offshore lifting operations. By close obser-
vation, there exists a certain deviation between the theoretical value
and the experimental value. A thorough analysis suggests that this
deviation may be attributed to inaccurate monitoring of experimental
data due to sensor errors, as well as the delay in valve switch and
water flow within the pipeline. Generally, such deviations between
theoretical and experimental values are common in practical scenarios,
and the corresponding deviation in this experiment falls within an
acceptable range, thereby not impacting the rationality and validity of
the experimental results. Furthermore, the variation ranges of heeling
angle and trim angle measured in this actual experiment fully comply
with the safety requirements of offshore lifting operations. Based on
the aforementioned analysis, the feasibility and reliability of the CMD
method in practical applications of offshore lifting activities can be
effectively validated.

5.3. Efficacy validation regarding different loading masses

For better comparison, three different loads, including 30 kg, 40 kg,
and 50 kg, are selected in this section to perform the actual lifting
experiments. In order to eliminate the influence of other factors on
the experimental results, the starting and ending positions of the lifting
activities are all set to the same. Detailedly, the initial positions for the
lifting activities are defined as the center of mass of the load with a

◦ ◦
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horizontal rotation angle of 0 and a boom amplitude angle of 20 ,
Fig. 26. The optimal lifting trajectories regarding different loading masses obtained
from the CMD method.

and the final positions for the lifting activities are defined as the center
of mass of the load with a horizontal rotation angle of 90◦ and a
oom amplitude angle of 50◦. The horizontal rotation angles for these

lifting activities are also set to 90◦, as this position represents the most
critical point in terms of safety and stability. In this way, three different
lifting scenarios with different loading masses are formed, as listed in
Table 10.

5.3.1. Numerical validation regarding different loading masses
The CMD method is utilized to find the optimal matching schemes

of the lifting trajectory and the ballast water allocation of the RFC test
stand regarding different loading masses. The optimal lifting trajecto-
ries are presented in Fig. 26, from which it is seen that all the obtained
trajectories are continuous and smooth without abrupt changes, con-
forming to the practical crane controls. In detail, the spatial position of
the overall lifting trajectory gradually increases with the loading mass
increasing, because the CMD method needs to find the best trajectory to
adapt to different ballast water allocation schemes. The corresponding
key control parameters of the optimal trajectories are illustrated in
Fig. 27. It is seen that the increase of crane loads has slight influences
on optimal control parameters, and the rotation speeds of different
mechanisms are all smooth and satisfy the constraints. Thus, it can be
concluded that the proposed CMD method can find the optimal lifting
trajectory between arbitrary loading masses.

Under the premise of fully matching the lifting trajectory, the CMD
method achieves the corresponding ballast water allocation schemes
according to different loading masses, and the curves are smooth
without breaking points, meeting the actual control requirements, as
illustrated in Fig. 28. As seen, different numbers of tanks participate in
the operation process and the ballast water levels of each tank show
different changing trends according to different working conditions of
loading masses. The histories of the heel and trim angles of the RFC test
stand achieved by the CMD method regarding different loading masses
are illustrated from Figs. 29 to 31 (the thick solid lines marked with

‘‘Theory’’). It is evident that the maximum heel angle and trim angle of
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Fig. 27. The optimal control parameters obtained from the CMD method regarding different loading masses.

Fig. 28. The optimal ballast schemes obtained from the CMD method regarding different loading masses.

Fig. 29. Comparison of theoretical and experimental inclination angles for lifting task LS𝑀1.
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Fig. 30. Comparison of theoretical and experimental inclination angles for lifting task LS𝑀2.
Fig. 31. Comparison of theoretical and experimental inclination angles for lifting task LS𝑀3.
Table 11
CMD results comparisons of the RFC test stand regarding different loading masses.

Lifting scenario LS𝑀1 LS𝑀2 LS𝑀3

Lifting operation time (min) 2.44 2.52 2.52
Total energy consumption (kJ) 17.36 20.69 23.83
Ballast water allocation quantity (kg) 46.66 55.59 63.95
Decision-making time (min) 0.43 0.42 0.45

the RFC test stand are both within the safe range, meeting the industry
requirements of the RFC operations.

Table 11 lists the optimization results derived from the proposed
CMD method regarding different loading masses. It can be figured out
that the lifting operation time, the total energy consumption, and the
ballast water allocation quantity all present upward trends with the
lifting loading mass increasing. The decision-making time does also
meet the requirements of the intelligent operations. To summarize,
the CMD method proposed in this study can effectively generate the
optimal matching schemes of the lifting trajectory and ballast water
allocation for the RFC despite the increase in loading mass. These
schemes meet the safety requirements of the relevant industry, thus
demonstrating the feasibility of the CMD method in addressing such
problems.

5.3.2. Experimental validation regarding different loading masses
Utilizing the numerical results obtained from the CMD method

analyzed above in Section 5.3.1, the actual lifting experiments of
the RFC test stand is performed. Similarly, the experiment of each
lifting scenario is repeated five times to reduce the experimental er-
rors. Figs. 29∼31 illustrate the comparisons of the hull inclination
between the theoretical and the experimental values by collecting and
19
processing real-time data from the lifting experiments. The meanings
represented by different line types are the same as those corresponding
to the line types in Figs. 23∼25. It is important to note, as mentioned
in Section 5.2.2, that the deviations observed in this experiment fall
within an acceptable range, thereby not impacting the rationality and
validity of the experimental results. From Figs. 29∼31, it demonstrates
a significant alignment between the inclination angles obtained from
the actual experiments and those derived from theoretical calculations.
This confirms the practical feasibility and effectiveness of the theo-
retical scheme generated by the CMD method. Furthermore, the hull
remains in a safe state throughout the lifting operation, highlighting
the significant advantages of the CMD method in ensuring operational
safety.

6. Conclusion and future work

This study addresses the issue of deteriorated quality and safety
in offshore lifting operations due to the mismatch of lifting trajectory
and ballast water allocation under the current manual operation mode
of the revolving floating crane (RFC). To facilitate intelligent upgrade
of the RFC operational process, a novel collaborative matching design
(CMD) method for the lifting trajectory and ballast water allocation of
the RFC is developed based on the point to point (PTP) theory. Based
on the relevant theories and experimental studies performed above,
following conclusions can be drawn:

(1) The CMD optimization model of RFC lifting trajectory and bal-
last water allocation is established, which takes the safety max-
imization, the energy consumption minimization and the effi-
ciency maximization of RFC lifting operations as optimization
objectives, and the safety and stability of offshore operations as
constraints;
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(2) A solution strategy for the CMD method is established based on
the concept of time discretization. Solution results reveal that
the CMD method outperforms the conventional sequential design
(SD) method in terms of the lifting operation time (11.20% re-
duction), total energy consumption (16.50% reduction), ballast
water allocation (17.84% reduction), and decision-making time
(54.50% reduction);

(3) To certify the efficacy and feasibility of the proposed CMD
method, numerical and experimental validations regarding var-
ious lifting scenarios are conducted using the actual RFC test
stand. Results demonstrate the theoretical and practical feasi-
bility of the proposed CMD method regarding various working
conditions.

Summarily, the proposed CMD method can better meet the safety
requirements of the offshore lifting equipment, laying theoretical and
methodological foundations for the intelligent development of the RFC
and other maritime equipment.

The experimental sections of this study involve the uses of a scaled
RFC test stand, which may have variations in size and motion character-
istics compared to a real RFC. Therefore, in future work, high-precision
modeling techniques (e.g., the digital twins) that can accurately repli-
cate the operational performances of the actual RFC can be utilized
in the CMD of operational schemes. In actual operations, waves may
affect the safety of offshore lifting and this key issue will be specifically
investigated in the future work. Furthermore, for large-scale offshore
lifting operations, it may require the collaboration of two or more RFCs,
therefore, it is worth exploring the extension of the CMD method for
designing the collaborative work schemes of multiple RFCs.
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